
Still Life of Fruit Bowl_ with Texture_s

Step 1
Set up a still life using a bowl  
of varied fruits. 
Step 2
Using a pencil, draw the fruit bowl  
as you see it. Don’t worry too much about interior details. We're going to be filling those in with colorful 
textures. Focus on creating a solid, thick outline of your image — like a coloring book page. 
Step 3
Once you’re satisfied with your design, go over your pencil drawing with a black marker, filling in the gaps 
between the objects in your drawing. 
Step 4
Choose a sheet of Crayon Paper and lay it wax-side down over your drawing. Use a different color for each 
of the fruits. The Crayon Paper works by scratching onto the back with a stylus which transfers your marks 
onto the surface below. Our Junior Goo Spreaders are great for making marks. You can also use found objects 
like coins, keys, paper clips or even sea shells — anything that has a firm edge. With our Crayon Paper, you 
can make super-fine lines with a sharpened pencil point that would be difficult to achieve using a regular 
crayon. Try placing your drawing and Crayon Paper on our Educational Light Cube for a memorable sensory 
experience. The light will help to illuminate your drawing, giving you more control over your coloring.

For this project, students will create a still life image. One of the oldest and most  
popular still life compositions is the fruit bowl. Set up a bowl of various fruits, and have the  
students draw what they see. Using our Crayon Paper, the students will add color to their images  
in a variety of textures. 

Grade Level: KG & Up 
Time: 30–40 mins. 

Difficulty: Easy 
Clean Up: None

Materials Used: 
Roylco Crayon Paper (R15419) 
Roylco Junior Goo Spreaders 
(R57015)
drawing paper (8.5x11")  
pencil  
eraser 
black marker
 Optional Materials:  
Roylco Educational Light Cube 
(R59601)

For more inspiration and fun ideas, visit our website!
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